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PTSD Quick
Facts:
• 8% of Americans (24.4
million) have PTSD at
any given time
• PTSD does not only
apply to military personnel, it can happen
in the civilian world
too
• It is estimated that 1
out of every 10 women develops PTSD,
and are twice as likely
as men
• Of those who experience trauma, 60-80%
will develop PTSD
• 1 out of every 5 military personnel returning from Iraq & Afghanistan have PTSD
• People with PTSD have
among the highest
rates of healthcare
service use

Source: Heal My
PTSD (2017). PTSD
Statistics. Retrieved
February 19, 2018,
from http://
www.healmyptsd.com
/education/posttraumatic-stressdisorder-statistics
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The Benefits of Connectivity-Guided
Neurofeedback: Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder
Post-traumatic stress disorder is termed a
psychological condition that develops as a
result of an extreme traumatic stressor,
whether it be a direct personal experience or
witnessing the death, injury or threat of
someone else. Intense fear, helplessness, or
horror is a common response to a traumatic event, but usually Credit: Kinepolis
subside shortly after. However, some 60-80% of affected people will continue showing symptoms several months or even years following the exposure
(s). In this edition, we unravel the underlying causes of PTSD and how the
disorder affects both military personnel and civilians alike.
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What is PTSD?
Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) is a mental health
disorder that can occur following the experience or witnessing of life-threatening
events. These events may include war combat, a natural
disaster, abuse or assault, an
accident, illness or sudden
death of a loved one.
Credit: HealthyPlace

Other conditions that
may occur alongside
PTSD:
-Depression
-Anxiety
-Substance Abuse

What are the symptoms of PTSD?
Most survivors of these traumatic experiences return to normal after a
short period of time, however some will continue to have stress-related
symptoms for long periods of time after the fact and find that they are not
going away on their own or are getting worse with time. The latter of survivors suffer from PTSD and may suffer from the following symptoms:

Functioning problems
due to PTSD:
-Higher unemployment
-Divorce or separation
-Family or other
interpersonal relationship
issues
-Increased incidents of
violence

Credit:
The Nebraska Department of
Veterans’ Affairs
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Sources:
Croft, H. (2014, November 17). Combat PTSD Symptom: The Exaggerated Startle Response
[Blog Post]. Healthy Place. Retrieved from: https://www.healthyplace.com/blogs/
understandingcombatptsd/2014/11/combat-ptsd-symptom-exaggerated-startleresponse/
The Nebraska Department of Veterans’ Affairs (2007). Retrieved from: http://
www.ptsd.ne.gov/what-is-ptsd.html
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THE BRAIN AND PTSD
The three main brain regions associated with PTSD are: the amygdala, the ventromedial prefrontal
cortex, and the hippocampus. The amygdala is responsible for one’s normal expression of emotions,
especially fear. It triggers “fight or flight” responses. The ventromedial prefrontal cortex (vmPFC) plays
a role in emotional processing and decision making, acting as a “rationalizer”. It is what keeps our
emotional responses in check. The hippocampus is where memories are located, especially spatial (for
and of places) and provides information about the context of an event.

PTSD develops from how we respond to
trauma
Scenario: A man was attacked by a wild dog when he
was three years old. Now, he is extremely fearful of
animals, associating dogs with danger.
1. Something in the environment brings out body
memory of fear.

1

2

3

4

2. Increased fear and level of hyperarousal.
3. Perceived environment as dangerous.
4. Perception of dangerous environment reminds
person of trauma and experiences symptoms,
such as flashbacks.

Those with PTSD show differences in
brain structures...

Decreased activity in the vmPFC and increased
activity in the amygdala, producing more intense
anxiety symptoms. The prefrontal lobe is also
responsible for language and when affected by
trauma, linguistic functioning may be impaired,
making it harder to find the words to express
thoughts and feelings. Some PTSD survivors have
difficulty with short-term memory thereafter, as
the hippocampus can shrink in volume.

Sources:
Koenigs, M., Huey, E. D., Raymont, V., Cheon, B., Solomon, J., Wassermann, E. M., & Grafman, J. (2008). Focal brain damage protects against posttraumatic stress disorder in combat veterans. Nature Neuroscience, 11, 232-237.
Newton, P. (2009). The anatomy of posttraumatic stress disorder. Psychology Today. Retrieved from: https://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/mouseman/200901/the-anatomy-posttraumatic-stress-disorder.
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What is Connectivity-Guided Neurofeedback?


Connectivity-Guided Neurofeedback (CGNFB) is an advanced form of Neurofeedback
(NFB) that allows the brain to make changes in brain wave patterns, across cortical regions, in order to develop more functional neuropathways. CGNFB is more accurate than
traditional NFB because it measures the neuronal network activity in three dimensions
across regions, unlike traditional NFB which only trains specific sites. This allows for improved communication within the brain and in turn, decreases neurologically rooted
symptoms.



Post-traumatic stress disorder, Anxiety, Depression, ADHD, and other problems impacting
one’s every day life have specific patterns that are shown in the connectivites in QEEG
Brain Maps that improve with CGNFB training. Typical functional improvements include:
improved focus, attention, and cognitive abilities, improved mood and behavior, increased
learning capacity and academic performance, and better sleep regulation. Because CGNFB
creates new neurons/networks, changes in the brain are lasting, with none of the adverse
side effects that may be experienced with medications.
WHO CAN BENEFIT?


Mood Disorders



Learning Disabilities



Attention Deficit Disorders



Seizure Disorders



Autism Spectrum Disorders



Traumatic Brain Injuries



Obsessive Compulsive Disorders



Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder

CGNFB greatly improves treatment outcomes and differs from traditionally neurofeedback by
achieving results in half the number of sessions. Training the brain with neurofeedback has
resulted in dramatic and lasting improvements for the following conditions:
Improvements from CGNFB for these conditions are often notable in the areas listed
below:
-Attention
-Shifting attention
-Executive functioning
-Following directions
-Organization
-Sensory sensitivity
-Mood
-Anxiety
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-Behavior
-Obsessive thinking
-Sleep
-Social skills
-Motor skills
-Phonetics and semantic language
-Reading comprehension
-Word fluency

-Processing speed
-Speech and language ability
-Grammar and writing ability
-Handwriting
-Spelling
-Math ability
-Test performance
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EVIDENCE-BASED RESEARCH:
A Randomized Controlled Study of Neurofeedback for Chronic PTSD:
QEEG guided neurofeedback has the potential to seek out appropriate protocols for patients and
design treatment plans that address PTSD’s common signs and symptoms such as intrusive thoughts,
mood alterations, hypervigilance, and avoidance. Recovery from PTSD depends on being able to
manage intense arousal by targeting affect regulation. Improving affect regulation has been shown
to reduce the severity of PTSD symptoms, decrease risk behaviors (ex- suicidal and self-injurious
behaviors, substance abuse) and make subsequent exposure therapy more effective.

Methods
Adults ages 15-58 with treatment non-responsive to PTSD were recruited and randomly assigned into a
neurofeedback (NF) or waitlist (WL) group. Both groups completed initial evaluations and were required to
continue all ongoing treatments (psychotherapeutic and pharmacological) and to refrain from making any
changes in their current treatment regiments for the duration of the study. The measures used to diagnose and
assess PTSD symptom severity and frequency were the Clinician Administered PTSD Scale (CAPS), the Davidson
Trauma Scale (DTS), and the Inventory of Altered Self-Capacities (IASC). NF subjects had 24 training sessions,
twice weekly, each lasting up to 30 minutes. Subjects completed training with T4 as the active sight and P4 as
the reference sight. Four evaluations assessing psychological and behavioral functioning were completed at the
study baseline, at week 6 (NF session #12), at 12 weeks (NF session #24- end of training), and week 16 (one
month follow-up). The efficacy of NF to increase affect regulation and reduce PTSD symptoms in adults with
multiple trauma exposures and treatment resistant PTSD was evaluated.

Results
At baseline, all participants met past month criteria for PTSD (childhood caregiver emotional abuse 78.8%,
sexual abuse 69.2%, and domestic violence 61.5%), and there wasn’t a significant difference between NF and
WL subjects. At week 12, more WL subjects (68.2%) met the criteria for PTSD than the NF receiving subjects
(27.3%). Similarly, at week 16, more WL subjects (90%) met the criteria for PTSD than the NF receiving subjects
(42%).

Conclusion
24 sessions of NF produced significant symptom improvements of those with PTSD that had not responded to at
least six months of trauma-focused psychotherapy, compared to a waitlist control group that continued
receiving treatment as usual. NF subjects had statistically significant improvements in affect regulation, identity
impairment, abandonment concerns, and tension reduction activities. Lack of self-regulation is the principal
cause of failure behind expose-based treatments, thus NF may be more helpful for traumatized individuals that
are too anxious, dissociated, or dysregulated to tolerate exposure-based treatments. Additionally, since many
mental disorders seem to be driven by abnormalities in neural circuits, it is reasonable to suggest that EEG
measurements and NF can help with abnormal brain wave patterns and neural connectivities to alleviate such
symptoms.
For more information pertaining to these findings, please review the reference below:
Van der Kolk, B.A., Hodgdon, H., Gapen, M., Musicaro, R., Suvak, M.K., Hamlin, E., & Spinazzola, J. (2016). A randomized controlled study of neurofeedback for chronic PTSD. PLoS ONE 11(22): e0166752.
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The Neuroconnection Case Study
Natalie was a 22-year-old student struggling with symptoms from post-traumatic stress, panic disorder, and binge eating disorder when she sought out help at The Neuroconnection. After a long and early
history of withstanding physical, emotional, and sexual abuse, Natalie endured residual effects of extreme
hypervigilance, poor sleep, difficulty concentrating, nightmares, and frequent auditory, as well as sensory
triggers. At the time of her initial visit, Natalie hoped to address the toll taken on her focus and sleep,
which were proving even more challenging now that she was back in school. While medication prescribed
by her psychiatrist had helped to alleviate some concerns with her mood and anxiety the past year, Natalie
suddenly began to experience flashbacks of her trauma that onset severe panic attacks and heightened her
depressive state.
Natalie was first administered a QEEG to identify any neurological abnormalities in power and connectivity that correlated with her symptoms. As expected, analysis of her testing revealed significant hypoconnection across the left hemisphere, a common marker in individuals who have experienced developmental trauma. Baseline inventories were also gathered from Natalie to monitor her presenting symptoms,
depression, and anxiety over the course of the training. Prior to completing any neurofeedback, Natalie
identified 15 symptoms of concern on a self-report symptom checklist, 14 of which relating to mood and
behavior (see FIGURE B). Her Beck’s inventories classified her with moderate anxiety and a mild mood disturbance (see FIGURE A).
After completing her first protocol of 10 sessions, Natalie reported significant improvements with
anxiety. She had yet to experience any major triggers since training began and found herself recovering
faster when panic symptoms would onset. Natalie noticed her nightmares had discontinued as well, which
was contributing to better overall sleep. Returning to school, she also observed her concentration improve,
however, clouded memory and compulsive behaviors still posed some concern to Natalie.
Natalie was then administered a remap QEEG to confirm
the neurological gains that had been made and help identify remaining regions of the brain that might benefit further training.
The testing not only revealed improved connectivity along the
right hemisphere to account for Natalie’s improvements with
anxiety, but also detected excess alpha across frontal regions
that could be targeted to address her obsessive-compulsive
tendencies and mental fogginess.
Over the course of her next 10 neurofeedback sessions,
Natalie continued to make substantial strides with her symptoms, reporting “I have been so happy that it almost feels weird”.
As she maintained a notable decrease in onset of triggers, the
FIGURE A
fatigue following any panic she did experience was tremendously
reduced. With this newfound stability, Natalie experienced elevated moods, increased energy, heightened memory, and fewer
of the impulsive and aggressive outbursts that drove her previously compulsive behaviors. In comparison with her baseline
inventories, by the end of training, Natalie eliminated 12 symptoms of concern from the self-report checklist (see FIGURE B) and
now classified with low anxiety and normal mood regulations on
the Beck’s Inventories (see FIGURE A).
The Neuroconnection could not be happier to share the
results of Natalie’s experience with CGNFB and PTSD. With the
long-lasting results from training, we are confident Natalie will
continue to make the most of her achieved clarity and peace of
FIGURE B
mind.
****Names have been changed to maintain confidentiality
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More on The Neuroconnection:
Upon seeing such excellent results in the past 10 years with Connectivity-Guided Neurofeedback (CGNFB), our professionals
aimed to extend access to training for those outside of our geographic area or inflexible schedules. As a result, The Neuroconnection designed an @ Home Training program to offer CGNFB sessions in the convenience of your home. For five
years, we have been able to provide our expertise and therapeutic treatment to
families across the world. The opportunity for daily neurofeedback training at
home has brought successful results for clients living as far as Russia and India.

Meet Our Director:
Ann L. Rigby, MSW, LCSW, BCN has over 30 years of experience in the mental
health field. Ms. Rigby has been providing Neurofeedback services since 2001. She
founded “The Neuroconnection”, a Brain Mapping and Neurofeedback clinic that provides an advanced, research-based form of Neurofeedback known as ConnectivityGuided Neurofeedback.
Ms. Rigby is the Past Board Chair for the Autism Society of Illinois. She is a fellow and Board Certified member of The Biofeedback Certification International Alliance. She is also a field placement instructor for graduate students at Benedictine
University and holds memberships with the International Society of Neurofeedback
and Research (ISNR), the Biofeedback Certification Institute of America (BCIA), and
the National Association of Social Workers (NASW). Ms. Rigby is a frequent speaker
and exhibitor at many national and regional conferences throughout the year on topics related to the benefits of Connectivity-Guided Neurofeedback.

The Neuroconnection
1813 North Mill Street, Suite H
Naperville, IL 60513
Phone: (630) 858-5105
Email: arigby@theneuroconnection.com

Request more
information from
The Neuroconnection
website!
www.theneuroconnection.com
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